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Kiell Smith Bynoe, p10
The actor chats about the play String V Spitta, Ghosts Christmas Special and more!
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Editor's letter
Welcome to the December issue! This is a very special time, it's the last
month of the year and we wanted to conclude it bringing you the best
experience while you’re reading about your favourite artists through the
pages of this magazine. Last month, we introduced you to our individual
issues, booklet style, one artist at the time, to have a more intimate
insight on the talents featured. Remember this is a fast read digital
publication to appreciate and celebrate art by knowing the other side of
the story including the amazing photography by the outstanding
photographers that kindly collaborate with us.
Stay tuned because this month Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Kiell Smith Bynoe

G

hosts star, Kiell Smith Bynoe, is back on stage playing the role

of ‘Spitta’ in String V Spitta, a musical comedy about two rival
children’s entertainers, from opposite sides of the tracks, who will
do anything to be number one.
But… Is this play actually about rivalry? In conversation with
Viewties, the talented actor and writer clarifies the real meaning of
the play and what it is exactly focused on, as he speaks about
preparation and announces his exciting projects coming up in
between… Ghosts news are included, of course!

Photography The Other Richard
Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: I particularly love your performance as ‘Mike
Cooper’ in Ghosts and can’t wait for the Christmas
Special and Series 4. What was your introduction to
the industry?

Rudolph Walker taught me
about how important it is to be
selective. He spoke to me about
making good decisions.

Kiell - After drama school my first role on TV was in
Whitechapel on ITV. Was probably my smallest part
but I learnt my biggest lesson... I thought I’d be all over
the television forever more - I didn’t work again for 14
months. In that time I got my face out there as much as
possible doing YouTube sketches and opportunities that
came my way just to spread the word that I was
an actor.

KSB

V: As a writer, what are the stories you want to tell?

ed we’d both done children’s entertainment at some
stage.We then spent 4 years making songs and about
2 months ago went “oh yeah we need a story too”.
Ed can play anything that makes a noise so the
musical element has been outstanding, hopefully the
audience will like the plot too.

Kiell - I’m interested in comedy mainly, but from
characters that we don't always see as funny. I also want
to tell stories that come from a place that I know, I'm
working on something specifically set in Newham
where I come from and it would be ideal to make that
and shoot it in the places I've referenced. I'm currently
juggling a few things which are all worlds apart but
being able to tell stories about characters I really know
would be the dream.

V: How did you find your way into the character?
Kiell - Through school I was a grime MC (that was
my Plan B after acting. You can imagine my mum
was delighted) then after graduating from drama
school I did some children’s parties part time to make
money. Fusing those two worlds that have been a part
of my life at different times meant that I had loads of
experience to work with and made the character
Spitta come to life easily. We're both play-ing rather
exaggerated versions of ourselves, String maybe
more of a stretch for Ed than Spitta is for me but both
characters come from worlds that the actors are
aware of.

V: You have a long list of credits and I am curious to
know if there was any piece of advice you'd been
given by someone from your previous works that's
stuck with you.
Kiell - My nan was a good friend of Rudolph Walker,
when I was still in the beginning stages of going to
auditions he taught me about how important it is to be
selective. Of course at the time I was just hungry for
work and wanted to be on anything and everything. He
spoke to me about making good decisions. There may
be only two things on my CV that I don't sing and dance
about which is a pretty good percentage.

V: What can you tell us about the dynamic
between your character and Ed’s?

V: You’ve just been seen in String V SPITTA at the
Soho Theatre. Tell us about creating the show!

Kiell - Ed's character String is focused heavily on
discipline, structure and order. Spitta is about expression, spontaneity and chaos. What works is that they
both fundamentally love the job that they do. We
didn't want to create this thing about people who had
a rivalry just because they're from different sides of
the tracks. They both genuinely want to be the best
and the only thing standing in their way is the other.

Kiell - Ed and I were forced together by Phoebe
Bourke. To be honest quite a lot of my best projects
have some form of PB influence. (By influence I mean
she calls me and says “be there.”) We found common
ground in our musical background then also discover-
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V: Do you have any ritual before going on stage
or any lucky charm you must have?

ing any stage performance, I did an Edinburgh
Fringe show (The Crooners) in 2018 then none
really aside from String V Spitta. I really enjoy
performing in front of a crowd, having immediate
feedback and interacting with an audience but I
equally enjoy being on a large set doing big scenes
with big production value. Ideally i’d like to do a
play a year (a short one).

Kiell - Funky chicken. That's not a two-day old
KFC, it's a warm up game from youth theatre which
should give you energy. Ed and I would look intensely into each other’s eyes and shake are hands
and feet. This is quite hard to explain actually,
probably less weird to say the KFC thing.

V: You’ve also got some Christmas projects in
the pipeline. Can you tell us a bit about those and
what they were like to work on?

V: What would you like the audience to take
away from your character and the story?
Kiell - The story is about rivalry but there are so
many themes weaved in - privilege, exploitation,
wealth divide, gentrification. All wrapped up in a
fancy bow with cartoon characters and balloon animals. We want people to leave humming the songs
but also thinking about things we've said.

Kiell - Ghosts Christmas special is a great watch, I
saw it at the BFI screening and I think people will
really enjoy it. As you can expect from Ghosts it’s
funny, warm but also poignant and moving. Beauty
& the Beast was fun, I got to meet some people i’d
never met before and see directly into their front
rooms. Sewing Bee is still quite mad to me and I
can’t quite believe i’m on it. It’s possibly the hardest
two days work I’ve ever done and I don’t think I
ever want to see a bobbin ever again. That being
said, I had fun too. At the end of filming there was a
real sense of accomplishment, especially as two
weeks prior I didn’t even know how to turn the
sewing machine on.

V: In addition to String v Spitta, you’re also seen
in BBC’s Ghosts, which has just been renewed
for a fourth series. What can we expect from the
next run?
Kiell - Mike & Alison are focusing on their guesthouse in order to make some money and eventually
open their hotel. Of course things will never go as
easily as that when the Ghosts are around. There are
some really fun bits for Mike to get up to this time
round and thankfully less episodes set
entirely outdoors.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen
or experienced any type of art / culture
from Argentina?
Kiell - I don't know much about Argentina but have
always been interested in South American culture
(mainly the food). We'll do the next interview there.
Deal?

V: As an actor who does a combination of stage
and screen, do you have a preference? If so, why?
Kiell - It’s actually been quite a while since do-

The Ghosts Christmas special 2021 will air on BBC1 at 8.30pm on Thursday, 23 Dec.
Ghosts will also be returning for a fourth series.
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